Abstract. The unit cost model is both convenient and largely realistic for describing integer decision algorithms over +, ×. Additional operations like division with remainder or bitwise conjunction, although equally supported by computing hardware, may lead to a considerable drop in complexity. We show a variety of concrete problems to benefit from such non-arithmetic primitives by presenting and analyzing corresponding fast algorithms.
Introduction
The Turing machine is generally accepted as the appropriate model for describing both the capabilities (computability) and the complexity (bit cost) of calculations on actual digital computers; but it is cumbersome to handle when developing algorithms (upper complexity bounds) as well as for proving lower bounds, and therefore often replaced by algebraic models such as the random access machine (RAM). The latter operates on entire integers (as opposed to bits) and comes in various flavors depending on which primitives it is permitted to employ: e.g. incrementation, addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, integer constants, bitwise conjunction, shifts "←, →", indirect addressing etc. Notice that both bitwise conjunction "&" and integer division "div" (when the numerator is not a multiple of the denominator) are non-arithmetic operations over Z yet commonly hardware supported by digital computers (see Section 4 below).
The choice among these instructions heavily affect a RAM's power in comparison to the normative Turing machine; e.g. a decision based on polynomially many applications of (+, −, ×) ⋆⋆ can, although possibly giving rise to exponentially long intermediate results, be simulated within RP [Scho79] ; whereas polynomially many steps over (+, ×, div) cover already NP [Scho79] ; and over (+, −, ×, &) even entire PSPACE [PSR74] . We are interested in the effect of these additional instructions to selected problems of complexity much lower than polynomial; specifically for accelerating to linear and sublinear running times as in the spirit of the following Example ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 1 a) Over (+, −, ×, div), not only primality test but even factorization of a given integer x is possible in time O(log x) linear in its binary length. b) Given a, k ∈ N and some arbitrary integer b ≥ a e) 3SUM, that is the question whether to given integers x 1 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y n , z 1 , . . . , z n there exist i, j, k with x i + y j = z k , can be decided in O(n) operations over (+, −, ×, &) .
⊓ ⊔
Otherwise, 3SUM is considered 'n 2 -complete' in a certain sense [GaOv95] . Regarding d), describing the permutation mapping the input to its sorted output requires Ω(n · log n) bits. Similarly, compare c) with the running time Θ(log N ) of the Euclidean algorithm attained on Fibonacci numbers x = F n = N , y = F n−1 . And finally observe that in b) mere repeated squaring, i.e. without resorting to integer division, yields only running time O(k); cf. Section 3.2 below.
Proof. a) See [Sham79] ; b) see [BMST92] or Section 3.2 below; c) see [Bsho89] ; d) see [KiRe83] , and [Han04] for an account of more recent results on sorting using various sets of operations and costs.
Claim e) can be concluded from (the much more general considerations including word-length and non-uniform instruction cost analyses in) work [BDP05] which, applied to our setting, simplifies to the following observation: For 0 ≤ a 0 , . . . , a N −1 , b 0 , . . . , b N −1 < 2 t−1 , let A :=
In particular, subject to the above encodings, "∃i : [BCS97, Theorem 6.5] , over (certain subrings of) integers it is not. Specifically, if the integer polynomial to be evaluated has coefficients which are small (e.g. only 0s and 1s) compared to its degree, Horner's method can be slightly accelerated:
Proof. We treat the terms with negative coefficients separately and may therefore suppose p n ≥ 0. For k ∈ N to be chosen later, decompose p into ⌈d/k⌉ polynomials q i ∈ N[X] of degree less than k. Notice that, since their coefficients belong to {0, 1, . . . , P − 1}, there exist at most P k distinct such polynomials. Evaluate all of them at the given argument x ∈ Z: P k separate executions of Horner's method result in a total running time of O(k · P k ); but dynamic programming achieves the same within O(P k ). In a second phase, apply Horner to evaluate
k and obtain p(x) as desired: Together this leads to a total number of
⊓ ⊔
Throwing in Integer Division
The running time obtained in Proposition 2 is sublinear but still dependent on the degree d of the polynomial under consideration. For fixed p, [MST89, Bsho92] had observed that, surprisingly, this dependence vanishes when admitting integer division as operational primitive: Here, × c denotes unary multiplication (scaling) of the argument by a fixed integer constant. Indeed, evaluation of p at a negative argument −x reduces to the evaluation at positive x of p(−x); and every integer polynomial is the difference of two with nonnegative coefficients. Concerning the correctness of Algorithm 3, we repeat a proof due to [Bsho92] and obtain the following strengthening used in Section 4:
n be of degree at most d and norm 
. Apply Corollary 4 in order to calculate n → M · p(n) in constant time, then integer-divide the result by M .
⊓ ⊔
It has been shown in [JMW89] that every language L ⊆ Z (rather than Z * ) which can be decided over {+, −, × c , div} at all, can be decided in constantly many steps; that is in time independent of the input x ∈ Z-but of course depending on L.
Proof. Let L ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , N } and apply Corollary 6 to the characteristic sequence (y 0 , . . . , y N ) of L, defined by y n := 1 for n ∈ L and y n := 0 for n ∈ L.
⊓ ⊔ Proof. We devise 2 n separate algorithms: one for each of the polynomials p(±x 1 , ±x 2 , . . . , ±x n ) to be evaluated at non-negative argument vectors x ∈ N n . Then, for a given input in Z n , one can in time O(n) determine which of these polynomials to evaluate at (|x 1 |, |x 2 |, . . . , |x n |) in order to yield the aimed value p(x). Moreover decomposition of a polynomial into a part with positive and one with negative coefficients reduces to the case p =
As in Equation (1) 
and inductively, using O(n) operations from {+, −, ×, div},
Then multiply this counterpart to
Step 2) in Algorithm 3 with the constant
Step 3) and extract the term corresponding to Z d n −1 (Steps 4+5).
Evaluation on all integers: Exploiting Bitwise Conjunction
As opposed to Horner's method, Algorithm 3 and its above generalization restricts polynomial evaluation to arguments x from an arbitrary yet finite domain. Indeed Scholium 5 derives from a bound X on x one on Z to avoid spill-overs in the Z-ary expansion of the product of Z d+1 div(Z − x) with p(Z). Now Z can of course be chosen adaptively with respect to x, but how do we then adapt and calculate p(Z) accordingly? This becomes possible when allowing, in addition to integer division, bitwise conjunction as operational primitive.
This is much faster than Horner and asymptotically optimal.
Proof. As usual we may presume both p's coefficients p 0 , . . . , p d and x to be nonnegative. Moreover, since p is fixed, one may store p(Y ) as a constant for some sufficiently large integer Y , w.l.o.g. a power of two. Notice that Y − 1 can then serve as a mask for bitwise conjunction: for 0 ≤ q n < Y and Z a multiple of Y , it holds
compare Figure 1 . Now given x ∈ N we compute, using repeated squaring within
Then, using another O(log d) steps, calculate Z ′d+1 and, from that,
as in Equation (1). Multiply the latter to p(Y ) and, to the result, apply bitwise conjunction with
. Based on the mask property of As in Proposition 8, this extends to the multi-variate case:
given, the running time reduces to O(n · min{log d, loglog max i |x i |}).
Proof. According to the proof of Proposition 8, for some integer 
In view of the previous considerations, the answer is positive if one can, from given x within the requested time bounds and using the operations under consideration, obtain the number
K+dn , where n ∈ N and K := k · (d + 1), into the binary expansion of a real number like
Then, given x ∈ N, it suffices to approximate ρ p up to error ǫ < 2
Proof (Sketch).
Apply Newton Iteration to the minimal polynomial q ∈ Z[x] of α. Since the latter is fixed, q, q ′ , and an appropriate starting point for quadratic convergence can be stored beforehand. O(log n) iterations are sufficient to attain the desired precision; and each one amounts to evaluating q and q ′ at cost O(δ) via Horner.
⊓ ⊔ So when permitting a mild dependence of the running time on x and if ρ p is algebraic of degree o(deg p), we obtain a positive answer to Question 12:
Unfortunately the question whether n 2 We are currently pursuing a different approach to Question 12 with a mild dependence on x: namely by exploiting integer division in some of the algorithms described in [Fiduc85] in combination with the following 
Proof. For k = d − 1, the (d + 1) polynomials p(cx), p(x), p(x/c), . . . , p(xc −k ) all have degree < d and therefore must be linearly dependent over Q:
Choosing k minimal implies q 0 = 0. ⊓ ⊔ † Strictly speaking, this approximation does not permit to determine e.g. the least bit of p(Zn) due to iterated carries of less significant ones; however this can be overcome by slightly modifying the encoding to force the least bit to be, e.g., zero.
Applications to Linear Algebra
Naive multiplication of n × n matrices takes cubic running time, but V. Strassen has set off a race for faster methods with current record O(n ω ) for ω < 2.38 held by D. Coppersmith and S. Winograd; see [BCS97, Section 15] for a thorough account. However these considerations apply to the uniform cost model over arithmetic operations +, −, × where division provably does not help [BCS97, Theorem 7.1]; whereas over Z when permitting integer division as a non-arithmetic operation, optimal quadratic running time can easily be attained: Figure 2 , the Z-adic expansion of their product γ := α · β contains all desired numbers c i,j at 'position' Z 2n(j−1)+(n−1)+2nm(i−1) from which they are easily extracted using division with remainder.
As indicated in

⊓ ⊔
Observe that most of the time is spent encoding and decoding the input and output, respectively. However the right factor is encoded differently from the left one; hence binary powering yields computation of A k from A ∈ Z n×n within O(n 2 · log k) whereas a running time of O(n 2 + log k), i.e. by encoding and decoding only at the beginning and the end, seems infeasible. We shall return to this topic in Section 3.2.
Determinant and Permanent
Over arithmetic operations (+, −, ×), the asymptotic complexities of matrix multiplication and of determinant computation are arbitrarily close to each other [BCS97, Section 16.4] .The same turns out to hold as well when including integer division: not by means of reduction but by exhibiting explicit algorithms. They reveal also the permanent to be computable in information-theoretically optimal time-whereas over (+, −, ×) it is ValiantNP-complete [BCS97, Theorem 21.17].
Proposition 17. Given A ∈ Z n×n , one can calculate both det(A) and perm(A) within O(n 2 ) operations over {+, −, ×, div}.
Notice that, as opposed to Theorem 11, bitwise conjunction "&" is not needed!
Proof. Both det(A) =
π∈Sn sgn(π)a 1,π(1) · · · a n,π(n) and perm(A) = π∈Sn a 1,π(1) · · · a n,π(n)
are polynomials in n 2 variables x i−1+n(j−1) := a i,j of maximum degree less than d := 2 with coefficients 0, ±1. As in Section 2.4 it thus suffices, in view of the proof of Proposition 8, to (decompose det into one part with positive and one with negative coefficients and to) obtain their respective values at x = (x 0 , . . . ,
and Y denotes some appropriate constant. Now x can be computed in O(n 2 ); and so can the quantity
equating to Card(P) · Z ′(n+1)n(n−1)/2 where π ′ (i) := π(i + 1) − 1 and P denotes either S n (permanent, Card = n!) or one of {π ∈ S n : sgn(π) = −1} or {π ∈ S n : sgn(π) = +1} (determinant, Card = n!/2). 
Integer Matrix Powering: Exploiting GCD
The unit cost assigned to multiplication "×" allows to compute high powers like a 2 k of a given input a to be calculated by squaring k-times. However the presence of integer division and the additional input of a sufficiently large but otherwise arbitrary integer b yields a 2 k in only O( √ k) steps; recall Example 1b). We now generalize this to powering integer matrices. Definition 19. For X, C ∈ Z d×d , let gcd(C) := gcd(c ij : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d) and X rem C := x ij rem gcd(C) extend the gcd and remainder from natural numbers to integer matrices.
For fixed C, this obviously yields an equivalence relation on Z d×d ; in fact a two-sided congruence relation ‡ , since one easily verifies: . In the general case d > 1, Section 3.3 below describes how to obtain matrices B appropriate for our
Proof. It suffices to treat the case k = ℓ 2 . First calculate B ⊓ ⊔
The binary gcd operation is used to compute gcd(C) in O(d 2 ) steps and then X rem C according to Definition 19. In fact we were surprised to realize that the above sequence A 2 kj , j = 0, . . . , k, is obtained according to Equation (3) merely by componentwise remainder calculations.
Locally Lower-Bounding the GCD
Upper semi-continuity of a real function f : R d → R at x means that, for arguments u sufficiently close to x, the values f ( u) do not drop below f ( x) too much; recall e.g. [Rand68, Chapter 6.7] . Now the greatest common divisor (gcd) function is discrete and such topological concepts hence inapplicable in the strict sense. Nevertheless one may say that gcd does admit points x arbitrarily close to 'approximate' upper semi-continuity:
Proof. Take pairwise coprime integers p v ≥ r, v ∈ {0, 1, . . . , s − 1} d ; e.g. distinct prime numbers will do. For i = 1, . . . , d and j = 0, . . . , s − 1 let u i,j := v:vi=j p v . Then, for fixed i, the numbers u i,0 , u i,1 , . . . , u i,s−1 are pairwise coprime themselves. Hence, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there exists x i ∈ N such that u i,j divides x i +j for all j = 0, 1, . . . , s−1. In particular p v , which is common to all u i,vi , divides x i + v i for each i = 1, . . . , d; and thus also divides gcd(
which therefore must be at least as large as p v ≥ r. 
) It can be constructed (although not necessarily within this bound) using O(S)
operations over (+, −, ×, div, gcdex).
Here "gcdex" denotes the extended (binary) gcd function returning, for given x, y ∈ N, s, t ∈ Z (w.l.o.g. coprime) such that gcd(x, y) = sx + ty.
Proof. a) According to the Prime Number Theorem, the k-th prime p k has magnitude O(k · log k) and there are at most π(n) ≤ O(n/ log n) primes below n. Hence the first prime at least as large as r has index k r ≤ O(r/ log r); and we are interested in bounding the product N = p kr · · · p kr +S , that is basically the quotient of primorials (r + ℓ)#/r# where r + ℓ = p kr +S = r + (S · log S). It has been shown § [MoVa73] that π(r + ℓ) − π(r) ≤ 2π(ℓ) holds; that is, between r and r + ℓ there are at most O(ℓ/ log ℓ) = O(S) primes; and each obviously not larger than r + ℓ.
b) Pairwise coprime integers p i ≥ r can be found iteratively as p 1 := r, p 2 := r + 1, p 3 := p 1 · p 2 + 1, and p i+1 := p 1 · · · p i + 1. Then apply the next lemma. ⊓ ⊔ Lemma 24 (Chinese Remainder). Given integers a 1 , . . . , a n and pairwise coprime m 1 , . . . , m n ∈ N, one can calculate x ∈ N with x ≡ a i (mod m i ) for i = 1, . . . , n with O(log n · n i=1 log m i ) operations over (+, −, ×, div). When permitting in addition gcdex as primitive, the running time drops down to O(n).
Proof. Calculate N := m 1 · · · m n and, for each i = 1, . . . , n, e i := t i N/m i where 1 = gcd(m i , N/m i ) = s i m i + t i N/m i with s i , t i ∈ Z returned by gcdex. Then it holds e i ≡ 1 (mod m i ) and e i ≡ 0 (mod m j ) for j = i; hence x := e 1 · · · e n satisfies the requirements. When working over (+, −, ×, div), the extended Euclidean algorithm computes gcdex(m i , N/m i ) within O(log N ) = O( j log m j ) steps, for each i = 1, . . . , n separately: leading to a total running time of O(n · log N ). In order to improve this with respect to n, arrange the equations "x ≡ a i (mod m i )", i = 1, . . . , n, into a binary tree: first compute simultaneous solutions y j to y ≡ a 2j (mod m 2j ) and y ≡ a 2j+1 (mod m 2j+1 ) for j = 1, . . . , n/2; then solve adjacent quadruples as x ≡ y 2j (mod m 4j · m 4j+1 ) and x ≡ y 2j+1 (mod m 4j+2 · m 4j+3 ) for j = 1, . . . , n/4; and so on. The k-th level thus consists of solving n/2 k separate k-tuples of congruences involving disjoint k-tuples out of m 1 , . . . , m n ; that is, the corresponding extended Euclidean algorithms incur cost O( i log m i ) independent of k = 1, . . . , O(log n).
Constructing Primes Using Integer Division
The (last of the) S pairwise coprime numbers p j ≥ r (and thus also the integers x i ) computed according to Part b) of Scholium 23 are of order Ω(r 2 S−2 ) and thus much much larger than the ones asserted feasible in Part a) by choosing p j as prime numbers. This raises the question on the benefit of our non-arithmetic operations for calculating primes, i.e. for solving Problem (b) mentioned in the beginning of [Ribe96, Chapter 3] and addressed in Section II thereof. The Sieve of Eratosthenes finds all primes up to N using O(N ) operations over (+, −). This can be accelerated [Prit81] to O(N/ loglog N ); which is almost optimal in view of the output consisting of Θ(N/ log N ) primes according to the Prime Number Theorem. This also yields a simple randomized way of finding a prime:
Observation 25. Given N ∈ N, guess some integer N ≤ n < 2N . Then, with probability Θ(1/ log N ), n is a prime number: hence after O(log N ) independent trials we have, with constant probability, found one. Using Example 1a) to test primality, this leads to O(log 2 N ) expected steps over (+, −, ×, div).
Indeed the Bertrand-Chebyshev Theorem asserts a prime to always exist between N and 2N . This trivial algorithm can be slightly improved:
Proposition 26. Given N ∈ N, a randomized algorithm can, at constant probability and within O(log 2 N/ loglog N ) steps over (+, −, ×, div) , obtain a prime p ≥ N . § We are grateful to our colleague Stefan Wehmeier for pointing out this bound! Proof. First check whether N itself is prime: by testing whether N divides (N − 1)! (Wilson's Theorem); using integer division, this can be done in O(log N ) operations over (+, −, ×, div) [Sham79, Section 3] . From that, each adjacent factorial (N + k)!, k = 0, . . . , K − 1, is reachable in constant time: that is, after having tested primality of N , corresponding checks for N + 1, N + 2, . . . , . . . , N + K are basically free when K := O(log N ). So now guess some O(log N )-bit number M ≤ N and then test integers N + M, N + M + 1, . . . , N + M + K in total time O(log N ) as above. We claim that this succeeds with probability Ω(loglog N/ log N ), hence the claim follows by repeating independently at random for O(log N/ loglog N ) times. Indeed the Prime Number Theorem asserts between N and 2N to lie Ω(N/ log N ) primes; on the other hand every interval of length K between N and 2N contains at most π(K) ≤ O(K/ log K) primes [MoVa73] : hence by pigeon hole, among these N/K intervals, a fraction of at least Ω(log K/ log N ) must contain at least one prime.
Concerning an even faster and deterministic way of constructing primes, we
Remark 27. In 1947, W.H. Mills proved the existence of a real number θ ≈ 1.3063789 [CaCh05] such that p n := ⌊θ 3 n ⌋, n ∈ N, yields a (sub-)sequence of primes with p n+1 > p 3 n . It is not known whether θ is rational; if it is, one can straightforwardly extract from θ a prime p n > 3 n =:
But even if θ turns out as an algebraic ir rational, then still we obtain the same time bounds! Indeed, in order to compute ⌊θ N ⌋,
shows that it suffices to calculate a rational approximation θ ′ of θ up to error ǫ ≈ 2 −N /N , according to Lemma 13 in time O(log N ), and to then take ⌊θ ′N ⌋. ⊓ ⊔
Practical Relevance
Any real computer is of course far from able to operate in constant time on arbitrary large integers, the above algorithms therefore not practical in any way. Or are they? The technological progress described by Moore's Law over the last decades includes an exponential increase in the width of processors' arithmetical-logical units (ALU 21 Z = 0x1401 0x1000 0x9001 0x8000 0x7471 0x80000 Fig. 3 . Polynomials and argument ranges for Algorithm 3 to work on x86-64 CPUs Specifically concerning Algorithm 3, it already now covers many polynomials of degree up to five (i.e. with six free coefficients): one can easily see the largest intermediate result to arise from the multiplication in Step 3; which then gets integerdivided (and thus smaller again) in Step 4. This corresponds rather nicely to two instructions provided by systems like AMD64 [AMD07, Section 3.3.6] and Intel64 [Intel07, Section 3.2]: mulq multiplies two 64-bit unsigned integers to return a full 128-bit result; while divq obtains both quotient and remainder of dividing a 128-bit numerator by a 64-bit denominator. So whenever, in addition to the conditions on Z imposed by Scholium 5, p(Z) < 2 64 holds, each step of Algorithm 3 translates straight-forwardly to one x86-64 instruction. Figure 3 lists some example classes of polynomials ¶ and argument ranges which comply with these constraint; the shaded areas indicate that Z can be chosen as a power of 2 to further replace the integer divisions in Steps 4 and 5 by a shift and a binary conjunction, respectively. This leads to the realization indicated in the left of Figure 4 . Now an actual performance prediction, and even a meaningful experimental evaluation, is difficult in the age of caching hierarchies and speculative execution. For instance (e.g. traditional) 32-bit applications may leave large parts of a modern superscalar CPU's 64-bit ALU essentially idle, in which case the left part of Figure 4 as a separate (hyper-)thread can execute basically for free.
However even shorter than both Horner's and Bshouty's Algorithm for the evaluation of a fixed polynomial p is one (!) simple lookup in a pre-computed table storing p's values for x = 0, 1, . . . , X. On the other hand when there are many polynomials to be evaluated, the tables required in this approach may become pretty large; e.g. in case of d = 3, X = 21, and p 1 ≤ 56 (right-most column in Figure 3) , the values of p(x) reach up to X d · p 1 , hence do not fit into 16 bit and thus occupy a total of (X + 1) × 4 bytes for each of the p 1+d+1 d+1 = 487, 635 possible polynomials p: far too much to be held in cache and thus prone to considerably stall a nowadays computer; whereas the 487, 635 possible 64-bit values p(Z) do fit nicely into the 4MB L2-cache of modern CPUs, the corresponding four byte coefficients per polynomial (cf. right part of Figure 4) 
Conclusion
We presented algorithms which, using integer division and related non-arithmetic operations like bitwise conjunction or greatest common divisor, accelerate polynomial evaluation, linear algebra, and number-theoretic calculations to optimal running times. Several solutions would depend on deep open number-theoretical hypotheses, showing that corresponding lower bounds are probably quite difficult to obtain. Other problem turned out as solvable surprisingly fast (and actually beating information-theoretical lower bounds) when providing some more or less generic integers as additional input.
On the other hand, these large numbers would suffice to be of size 'only' doubly exponential-and thus quickly computable when permitting leftshifts ←: y → 2 y or, more generally, exponentiation N×N ∋ (x, y) → x y as primitive at unit cost. In view of the hierarchy "addition, multiplication, exponentiation", it seems interesting to gauge the benefit of level ℓ of Ackermann's function A(ℓ, ·) to seemingly unrelated natural problems over integers.
